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NATIONAL ADVISaRy C m  FOR AERONAUTICS 

MODIFICATIONS TO Am INDE3'ITED BODY IN CCMBINATION 

Donald L. Loving 

Modifications  to an indented  body  which was originally  designed on 
the  basis of the  transonic  drag-rise  rule  have  been  investigated  to  deter- 
mine  the  effects on the  aerodynamic  characterietics of & 450 sweptback- 
wing-body  conbination.  The  investigation  covered  the  Mach  number  range 
from 0.80 to 1.12 at  angles of attack f r o m  -F to 120 in  the  Langley 
8-foot  transonic  tunnel. The wing had an aspect  ratio of 4, a taper 
ratio of 0.6, and NACA 65Aoo6 airfoil  sections. W e e  modified  indenta- 
t ions  to  the  original  indented  body  were  investigated. The modifications 
were  applied  to only the  upper half of the body. Modifications  to only 
the lower half were shulated by obtain- dah A-am the same configura- 
tions  at  negative  angles of attack. 

A comparison of t h e  results  with  those  for a symmetrical  body 
indented on the basis o f  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule has indicated 
that  the  drag of wing-body conibinations  can be significantly  reduced at 
lifting  conditions  by modifying the indentation on both the upper  and 
lower  halves of the body. In general, for  the  present  investigatfon 
the  largest  reductions in drag Eusd the  largeet value of maximum lift- 
to-drag  ratio  were  obtained  through  the  effect of an abrupt indentation 
on the lower half of the body at  the  leading  edge of the wing-body junc- 
ture  followed  by a bump in the  indentation near the  trail-  edge of the 
wing. This  modification  resulted  in a peak (L/D)- value  which was 
19.1 percent  higher  than  the  value  for  the  indentation  designed on the 
basis of the  transonic  drag-rise  rule. A forward shift  in  the  center of 
pressure was produced  at  transonic  speeds  by  the  various  indentation 
modifications . 
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s of the  tran- 
sonic  drag-rise  rule  (ref. l), have  been  tested In conibinstion  wlth wings 
of varying  plan  form,  sweep,  aspect  ratio, and thickness  to  improve  the 
transonic  drag-rise  characteristfcs  of  --body  combinations primarily 
at  nonlifting  conditione.  (See  refs. 2, 3, and 4. For these  investiga- 
tions,  the  bodies  were  indented  in  the  region  of  the  wing-body  Juncture 
such that  the  cross-sectional area of the  body of revolution was reduced 
by an amount  equal  to the exposed frontal area of the wing at  the  same 
axial  station.  Indenting  the  bodies in this  manner  produced wing-body 
configurations  which had axial  cross-sectional-area  distributions  equiva- 
lent  to  the  area  distribution of the  original body alone.  The  results 
presented  for  these  configurations have indicated  that  drag-rise  reduc- 
tions of the  order of those  obtained for the  nonlifting  case  near  the 
speed of sound may be  obtained  also  at mderate lift  coefficlente. 

This paper  presents  the  results  of a force-test  investigation Of a 
45' sweptback-wing-body  combination with modified  body  indentations 
gfvlng asymmetrical  bodies  which  were  expected to improve the drag due 
to  lift  without  penalizing  results for the  nonlifting  case.  The  design 
of the  modifications w a s  not dictated  entirely by the  transonic drag- 
rise  rule.  These  indentations  were  designed on the basis of known flow 
phenanena for sweptback wings at lifting conditions as obtained from the 
investigation  reported in references 5 and 6. Three  modifications  to 
the  symmetrical bo- indentation (tested and reported in ref. 2) were 
investigated. The investigation was conducted  at Ihch numbers from 0.80 
to 1.12 for an angle-of-attack range f r o m  -7O to 120 in the Langley 
8-foot transonic  tunnel. 

Models 

The  steel wing of this  investigation  had 45O of sweepback, an aspect 
ratio  of 4, a taper  ratio of 0.6, and NACA 63AOO6 airfoil  sections  paral- 
lel  to  the plane of symmetry. This KLng  and  the  basic body of the  combi- 
nations  tested  are  the same as those  employed in the  investigation of 
the  effect of a symmetrically  Indented body on the  aerodynamic  character- 
istics of the 450 sweptback-wing-body  combination  as  reported f n  refer- 
ence 2. The  body  modifications of the  present  investigation  were  accom- 
plished by varying  the  indentation of the  upper half of the  body  in  the 
region of the w i n g  f r o m  that  specified  by  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule. 
The  shape of the  lower half' of the  body was maintained in its  original 
indented  form  (as  specified  by  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule for the 
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43O sweptback  wing). The three  asynnnetrical  sections  investigated in 
conJunction  with  the  wing  have  been  designated  modifications A, B, and C 
as shown  in  figures l(a) and 1(b). The  modifications  were  characterized 

that  of  the  basic  indented body. AB shown in  figure l(b 1, the maxirmun 
slope of this  indentation was about  twice  that  of  the  indentation  designed 
according  to  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule. For modification A, a cylin- 
drical  section, 2.5 inches  in  length,  followed  this  abruptly  indented por- 
tion of the  body.  Modification B was a variation  on  modification A and 
was characterized by a slight  bump in the fbelage contour in the  region 
of the  trailing  edge of the  wing-body  juncture.  Modification C was simi- 
lar to mdification B with  the  exception of a Larger  bump  in  the  contour. 
The rearward  part  of  each  modification was faired  into  the  contour  for 
the  symmetrical  indentation  of  reference 2. Where  discontinuities i n  
the cross  section of the  body  occurred,  because the upper half of the 
body was modified,  the  dtscontinuities were faired  out  with  straight 
lines  as shown in  figure l(a). Ordinates  for  the  various body shapes 
are given  in  table I. The  ratio of the maximum cross-sectional  area of 
the  body  to  the wing area was 0.0767 to 1. 

- by e more  abrupt  indentation  at  the  forward  portion of the  contour  than 

These  modifications  were  constructed of a conibination of wood, 
Fiberglas,  and  plastic.  The  surface of the  model was maintained in a 
smooth condition  throughout  the  investigation.  Details  of  the  location 
of the  model  in  the  tunnel  are  presented in figure 2. The  models were 
sting  supported in the  manner sham in figure 2. Photographs of the 
model  installed  in  the  test  section  are shown in figure 3. 

Measurements  and  Accuracy 

Forces  and momnts were measuredby mans of electrical  strain-gage- 
type  balances.  The  accuracy of the  strain-gage  measurements of t h e  vari- 
ous models  tested is shown in  table 11. These  are maximum-error values. 
Actud. er rors  are usually less. 

Angles  of  attack  were  measured  with  the  use  of an electrical  strain- 
gage  unit munted in  the nose of the  model (see ref. 3) and are  considered 
to be  correct to within fO.lO. 

The  static  pressure  at  the  rear of the models was obtained from 
pressure  orifices  located in the top and bottom  and two sides  of  the 
sting  support  in  the  plane of the  model  base. All data  presented  have 
been  adjusted for  mdel base  drag,  the  coefficients having been adjusted 
to a condition at which the base  pressure is equal to the  free-stream 
static  pressure;  therefore,  the  results  do not include  drag due to  the 
base of the mdel. 

The accuracy  of  the  free-stream  Mach  nunbers  presented  herein is 
within f0.003. - 
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RESULT’S AND DISCUSSION 
0 

The  average  Reynolds  number  for  these  tests  covered  the  range from 
6 6 approximately 1.92 x 10 t o  1.99 X 10 as sham in  figure 4. These 

values  are  based on a mean aerodynamic  chord  of 6.125 inches. 

The body used in this  investigation  does  not  simulate am airplane 
fuselage.  The  results,  however,  axe  indicative of the  trends  which may 
be  expected if such  modified  indentations as were  tested  were  incorporated 
in the  design of an actual  airplane. 

The  basic data for  the  modifications  are  presented  for  the wing- 
body  conibinations in ffgures 5 tm 7 in  the form of  angle  of  attack, drag 
coefficient,  and  pitching-moment  coefficient  against  lift  coefficient, 
respectively. The pitching mente were  obtained  about  the 0.25 chord 
of the mean aerodynamic  chord.  Data for the wing on  the  symmetrically 
indented  body  have  been  presented  previously  in  reference 2. Analysis 
plots of the aerodynamic characteristics of the  wing-body  conibinations 
are  presented in figures 8 to 12. 

The  results  obtained  for  modification B were sFmilar to but  less 
pronounced than those  for  modification C; therefore,  specific  mention of 
modification B will not be made. 

- Lift.-  When  the  effects  on  lift of the  various  modifications  tested, 
as shown in  figure 8, a r e  compared with the  results  of  the  sylrnnetrical 
indentation of reference 2, it naey be seen  that  modification A created 
an  increase in lift  at  transonic and supersonic  speeds  for  all  positive 
angles of attack  tested. It is  believed  that this increase in lift may 
be  attributed to the greater  lift  over  the  forward  portion of the  inboard 
w i n g  sections  resulting  from an increase in the induced velocities  asso- 
ciated  with  the  rather  abrupt  indentation of the  body  at  the  leading 
edge of the wing-body juncture.  Addition of the  bump  to  the  contour, 
as for modificatfon C, reduced  the  effect of the  abrupt  indentation and 
resulted  in a lower lift than for  modification A. This lower lie is 
believed to be  due to an increased  pressure  field  extending  over  the 
trailing-edge  region of the  inboard Xing sections as a result  of a decel- 
eration of the flow over  the bump. The  reaaon for the  increase  in lift 
at subsonic  speeds for mdification C is  not  apparent at this time. 

.. 

Even  though data were  obtained  at  negative  angles of‘ attack,  it may 
be  considered  that  these  data  were  obtained  at  positive  angles of attack 
for  modifications to the  bottom of the body. The results  demonstrated 
by the data  at  angles of attack of -2O and -9 indicate  that  modlfication A 
increased  the  lift  at  Mach  numbers  above 0.99 and the  bung  in  the  contour 
(modification C) produced an additfonal  increase in lift throughout  the 
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speed range. The reason  for the increase i n  lift for modification A on 
the lower half of the body is not fully understood a t  the  present time 
beyond t h e   f a c t  that it is  associated only with phenomena at supersonic 

a t t r ibu ted  t o  an increased  pressure  region on the lower surface of the 
w i n g  produced  by a deceleration of the flow over the bump in  the  contour.  

- speeds. The addi t ional   fncrease  in  l i f t  fo r  modification C may be 

Drag for  nonlift ing  case.-  The total   drag  coeff ic ient  at zero l i f t  
f o r  body modification A was slightly lower than that for the symmetri- 
cally  indented body i n  conibination with wing ( ref .  2) at  Mach numbers 
between 0.87 and 1.005 and a t  8 Mach  number of l-ll, and slightly higher 
between Mach numbers of 1.005 and 1.09, as shown i n  figure 9. The t o t a l  
drag for  the  other  modifications was slightly higher throughout  the Mach 
number range. The drag, however, i s  s t i l l  much lower than that for the 
original  unindented-body configuration as obsenred by a comparison with 
the results fo r  the cyl indrical  body with wing reported  in  reference 2. 
These data indicate that the  indentation  mdffications  for l i f t -  condi- 
t ions did not  seriously  penalize  the  nonlifting  case  (symmetrically 
indented body of ref. 2). For a l l  modifications the drag  r ise  between 
Mach numbers of 0.975 and 1.05 was greater  than  that for the symmetri- 
cally  indented  case of reference 2. This was r a re  o r  less expected  since 
the modifications were desfgned as a compromise between the shape speci- 
f i ed  by the  transonic  drag-rise rule and the  shape  believed  desirable 
for l i f t ing  condi t ions.  

Drag for  l if t-  case.- The use of the abrupt indentation  for modi- 
f i ca t ion  A on the upper half of the body produced 8 reduction in the  drag 
for   l i f t ing   condi t ions  a t  transonic  speeds a8 shown in   f igure  9. A possi- 
ble   explanat ion  for   this  may be as follows: The induced  flow  over the  

ward portion of the w i n g  upper surface  leading t o  a broader  pressure  peak 
and greater  leading-edge  suction on the wlng wtthout  increasing  the shock 
losses  or  separation  effect .  A t  the angles of  at tack for which data were 
obtained,  flow  surveys  (ref. 6) have shown that separation  existed a t  
the leading edge of the w i n g  for   the unindented-body configuration;  there- 
fore,  it may be assumed that separat ion  exis ted  a t  the leading edge of 
the wing for  the synnnetrically  indented-body  configuration. 

. abrupt  indentation of modification A decreased  the  pressure  over  the for -  

Thls seme abrupt indentation on the lower half of the body, as demon- 
strated by the data a t  negative l i f t  coefficients,  produced a Larger  reduc- 
t i o n   i n  drag a t  l if t ing  conditions  throughout the speed  range due probably 
t o  less upflow over the body near the leading edge of the wing. It 5s 
believed that the reduction i n  upflaw resul ted in  a lower pressure peak and 
less  separation  over the upper surface of the  forward  inboard  portions of 
the wing, l ead ing   to  lower drag due t o  lift. (The decreased upflow would 
also decrease  the l i f t ,  but  the results indicate that  the drag reduction 
WRS greater   in   proport ion  than  the l i f t . )  Thfs e f fec t  was not contem- 
p la ted   in  the or ig ina l  design of this modification.  Modification A on - 
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the  lower  surface  not only reduced  the  separation  but  also  reduced  shock 
loss  and  its  associated drag. This  reduction  is  believed  to  be  due  to 
the  production of expansion mves near  the  leading  edge of the  wing  on 
the  abruptly  indented  body  which  offset  the  compression  waves  normally - 
associated  with  the  increased  pressure  ahead  of  the  lower  surface  of 
the  wing.  The  favorable  effects  for  both  the  negative  and  positive  lift- 
Coefficient  ranges  suggest  that  larger drag reductions  might  be  obtained 
by using a shape similar to  that of modification A for  both  the  upper 
and  lower  halves  of  the  body  simultaneously. 

.I 

The  bump on the  indentation on the upper  half  of  the  body  had an 
unfavorable  effect  on  the  drag  due to lift.  This same bump  on  the lower 
half of the  body was effective in reducing  the drag at  lifting  conditions 
up to M = 1.025 as shown by  the  condition  for  modification C at  nega- 
tive  lift  coefficients in figure 9. It was reasoned  that  the  bump  on 
the  lower half of the body  tended  to  decelerate  the  flow  and  produce  an 
increased  pressure  field  over a large  area  of  the  inboard  region  of  the 
wing  lower  surface.  This  resulted in a more  favorable  spanwise  and  chord- 
wise  distribution of 108d,  which  lead to lower  drag  due  to  lift. 

M8,xinn.m lift-to-drag  ratios.- In general,  the  values  of maximum lift- 
to-drag  ratio (L/D)- for  the  modifications on the  upper  half  of  the 
body  were  lower  in  the  subsonic  range  compared with those  for  the  symmetri- 
cally  indented  configuration of reference 2, as shown in  figure 10. A n  
increase  in  the  value  of maxim lift-to-drag  ratio  relative  to  the 
symmetrical  indentation  of  reference 2 was obtained  for  modification A 
on  the  upper half of the  body in the  Mach  number  range from approximately 
0.96 to 1.05. The  peak value of (L/D),, was approximately  the  same 
for  these two configurations,  but  the  Mach  number  at  which  the maximum 
(L/D)- occurred w&s increased from 0.95 to 0.98 by  modification A. 

When  the  models with modifications A and C were  tested st negative 
lift  coefficients,  simulating  conditions  which  would  occur  if  the modi- 
fied  indentations  were on the  lower half of  the body at positive  lift 
conditions,  the values of (L/D)- were  considerably  larger  than  those 
obtained  for  either  the  changes  to  the  upper half Of the body or for the 
symmetrically  indented  body  with  wing  combination  of  reference 2. The 
peak due of (L/D)-, 13.7, was obtained  for  modification C. This 
value  was 19.1 percent  greater  than  that  for t h e  symmetrically  indented 
configuration,  as  shown  in  figure 10. 

The  lift  coefficient  at  which (L/D)- was obtained  varied  only 
slightly f o r  the  different  indentation  modifications. As Mach  number 
w8s increased  from 0.80 to 1.12, the  average  lift  coefficient  increased 
f'rom approximately 0.27 to 0.32, with  the'greatest  change  occurring 
between  Mach  numbers of 0.975 and 1.05. 
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a 
Pitching  moment.- As shown in figure 7, the  pitch-up  characteristics 

were  little  affected  by  the  different  body  indentations  at  positive  lift 
coefficients.  The  magnitude  of  the  pitching-moment  coefficients  changed 
slightly  when  the  body  shape was changed  as shown in  figure 11. A t  nega- 
tive  lift  coefficients,  the  values  for  the  modified  indentations  were 
mre negative  than  those  for  the  symmetrically  indented-body  configuration. 
At  positive  lift  conditions,  the  pitching mrents, in  general,  were  more 
positive  in  the  transonic  range.  These  changes  in  pitching  moment  resulted 
f'rom a forward mvement of the  center of pressure 8s shown  in  figure 12 
especially  for  the  condition of having  the  larer half of the  body modi- 
fied.  For  the  positive  lift  conditions,  these  changes  in  pitching  moment 
and  center-of-pressure  location are believed  to  be  due  to  the  increase 
in  lift  over  the  forward portion of the inboard  sections of the wing  
associated  with  increased  induced  velocities  over  the  abrupt  indentation. 
For  the  negative  lift  conditions,  the  changes  for  modification A cannot 
be explained  at  the  present time. The addition  of  the  bump on the con- 
tour  had  no  effect  except  in the transonic  range for a lift coefficient 
of -0.2. For  this  condition,  the  increase in lift  over  the  inboard  por- 
tion  of  the w i n g  due  to  the bump must  have  acted ahead of the  aerodynamic 
center  of  the  configuration, as indicated  by  the  more  forward  location 
of  the  center  of  pressure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A symmetrically  indented  body  in  conibination  with a 45' sweptback 
wing has been  modified on the  basis  of known flow phenomena  in an effort 
to improve  the  drag-rise  cheracteristfcs  of  the  cortibfnation  at  lifting 
conditions.  The  results of the  force  tests  at  transonic  speeds  lead to 
the following conclusions: 

.n 

1. Significant  reductions in the drag coefficient of the  wing-body 
combination at lifting  conditions  were  obtained  through  the  use  of  modi- 
fications  to  the  indentations on both the upper  and  lower halves of  the 
body. 

2. The  greatest  general  reductions in drag and the  largest  value  of 
maximum lift-to-drag ratio  were  obtained  through  the  use  of a rather 
abrupt  indentation on the  lower  half  of  the  body  at  the  leading  edge of 
the  wing-body  juncture followed by a bump  on  the  indentation  near  the 
trailing  edge of the wing. The  peak (L/D)- value for this  modifica- 
tion was 19.1 percent  higher than that  obtained for the indentation 
designed on the  basis  of  the  transonic  drag-rise  rule. 
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3. The center of pressure  shifted  forward  at  transonic  speeds when 
the  indentation was modified on the  upper or  lower half of the body. 
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TABLE 11. - TYPICAL ACCURACY OF S " G A G E  

[&le-of-attack range, -p to 

M = 0.60 M - 1.00 
Lift coefficient . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . k0.016 to. 008 
Drag coefficient . . . . . , . . . . . . . fo.002 to f0.001 to 

*O. 002 to. 003 
Pitching-moment coefficient . . 8 . . . . . . . . W.003 fO.002 

a 
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Figure 1.- Details of configuration tested. 
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(b) Details of modifications. 

Figure 1.- Concluded. 
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Figure 2.- Details of t h e  location 01' t h e  model in the Langley 0-foot 
transonic t~~nne l .  
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(EL)  Front view. 

(b) Rear view. 

Figure 3. - Model mounted in test  section. 
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Figure 
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4.- Variation with Mach number  of average Reynolds number based 
on a m e a n  aerodynamic chord of 6.125 inches. 
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(a) Body modification A .  

Figure 5 . -  Variation with  l i f t  coefficient of the angle of attack of the 
various wing-body combinations at Mach nunibers from 0.80 to 1.12. 
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(b) Body modification B. 

Fi,cure 5.- Continued. 



(c) Body modification C. 

Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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(a) Body modification A .  

Figure 6.- Variation with lift  coefficient of the drag  coefficient of the 
various wing-body combinations at Mach numbers from 0.80 to I .12. 
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(b) Body  modification B. 

Figure 6.- Continued. 
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( C )  B O ~ Y  modification C. 

Figure 6.- Concluded. 



(a) Body modification A. 

Figure 7.- Variation  with l i f t  ccefficient of the pitching-moment  coeffi- 
cient of the various wing-body  combinations  at  Mach nunibers from 0.80 
to 1.12. 
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(b) Body modification B. 

Figure 7.  - Continued. 
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(c) Body  modification C. 

Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8.- Variation with Mach number of the lift coefficient of the 

various modifications at several angles of attack. 



Figure 9.- Variation with k c h  number of the drag-coefficient of the 
various wing-body comblnatlona a t  several lift coefficients. 
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Figure 10.- Varfation with Mach number of the maxFrmun lift-drag ratio 
and the lift  coefficient for maximum lift-drag  ratio for the various 
wing-body combinations. 



Figure 11.- Variation  with &ch number of the  pitching-rmment  coefficient 
of the various whg-body combinations at several lift coefficients. 
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Figure 12.- Variation w i t h  k c h  number of the lmg i tud fna l  center of 
pressure loca t ion  of the various wing-bod;. combinations at several 
lift  coefficients. 
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